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PARAMETER PASSING IN ALGEBRAIC SPECIFICATION 
LANGUAGES* 
Abstract. In this paper NT study the semantics of the parameter passing mechanism in algebraic 
qwcilication Ianguagcs. ;Ilore precisely. this problem is studied for parameterizcd data types and 
ptmmeterized qxcilkations. The given results include the extension of the model functor (which 
ih uwfuI for corrwtness proofs) and the semantic properties of the result ot inserting actual 
p,rr;unctcrs into parameter&d specifications. in particular, actual parameters can be parameter- 
Fred :md the result i\ nc\ted parameter&d spccificarion. Correctness of an applied (matrix( int) ) 
or ;I nc~td ~tintree(string( 111 paramcterizsd specification i\ shown given correctness of the 
p,trb Thrb formal theory in this paper i\ re\tricfed to the ha\ic algebraic cast’ where only equations 
.ITC irll(r\\1\d m the p,trametcr declaraticjn and parameter passing i\ gilzen hy specification morphisms. 
Hut \\t‘ 31~1 gl\c the main i&as of a corrc\pondin, 11 thcorc with requirements where IVC allo\\ _ 
&tfcrt.nf hmJ\ d restriction\ in the paramt’ter declaration 
1. Introduction 
F%m~dura! &Jctraciion has been wifh us a long time both in practice and in theory, 
although thl: semantic theory for procedures taking procedures as parameters is 
rclativcly recent (cf. Scott [Ml). A practical analog of procedural abstraction for 
d:it:t definition is relatively new (for example, see [23, 25, 33, 35, 401). The semantic 
theory for parametcrizcd types is the subject of this paper. There has been little 
\vork on the mathematics of parameter passing with the exception that Rurstaie and 
t;ogut‘n have tackled it for the mathematical semantics of CLEAR because procedures 
* A \.lrilrt ;mJ slIghtI> dltiercnt version of this paper has appeared as “Parametcrized data t;‘@ in 
algebraic specification languages” [S] in the Proceedings of 7th ICALP. Noordwijkerhout. 198f’. The 
prekt‘nt paper is a restriction of our March 1980 draft ~er+~n to the basic algebraic case. Howuer. it 
I\ ,&o the bi\ for a theorv of parameterized specifications with requirements (see [ 131) which avoids 
the concept of generalized barametrr paGng in i-51. 
A prcliminar> version of this paper has appeared in the Proctxdinp of the Aarhus Workshop on 
Prclgrirtll Specification 
(130-l-34)75! X4,! S.3.00 a 1 Wt. i+evier Science Publishers B-V. (North-Holland) 
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in CLEAR correspond to parameterized types [7,8,9]. Also Ehrich [ 111 and Ehrich 
and Lohberger [12] study parameterization on a syntactic level, as a relationship 
between specifications. Although the ADJ-Group [4] provides us with an algebraic 
formulation for parameterized types, they barely touch the question of paramrkb. 
passing. 
The problem of parameter passing for data abstractions is, we believe, an important 
one. Hierarchical design of large programming systems depends on the use of 
parameterized data abstractions (even familiar string( ), array( 1 or structure( )) 
and an understanding of the semantics of parameter passing is a prerequisite to the 
understanding of the mathematical semantics of the hierarchical design. 
In this paper we do several things. First of all, we give a precise mathematical 
definition of what it means to insert a parameter into a parameterized type (e.g.. 
inserting in? into string( )). Our approach is sufficiently :;eneral that it provkh the 
nt:ccssary apparatus for approaching many related problems. e.g., the inserting of 
non-parameterized specifications into parameterizcd specifications, the composition 
of parametcrizcd types or specifications, the compatibility of ditiercnt ‘call by name’ 
3tratcgit’s. compatibility of ‘call by name’, c rind ‘call by ~luc’, nroofs of corrcctnt‘ss 
[e.g., that if WC’ hw~ ;I correct specification for int stringt \ then this implit‘s 
the corrcctnccs of the specification string(int)]. etc. WC will trcai air of thcsc in 
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parameterized specifications bintree(data) and string( param). The theory of p.jra- 
meterized parameter passing is not much different from that of standard parame&sr 
passing. A slight modification of results and proofs shows that also parameterized 
parameter passing is correct (Theorem 6.3) and that we have induced correctness 
of composite oarameterized specifications (Theorem 6.4). 
Iterated compositions and different evaluation strategies built up by standard 
parameter passing and parameterized parameter passing steps are studied in Section 
7. Associativiry of the composition (Theorem 7.1) and compatibility of composition 
and actualization (Theorem 7.2) shrews that the result of iterated parameter passing 
is independent of the choice of the evaluation strategy (Corollary 7.4). 
In contrast to our short version [5] this paper is restricted to the basic algebraic 
case where instead of universal Horn sentences WC only use equations in all our 
specifications including the parameter declaratbn. Moreover, parameter passing is 
defined using specification morphisms which automatically imply passing consistency 
in the sense of [S]. Due to these restrictions a number of interesting parameterized 
specificntions like setfdata). stack( attr) and queue(items) are excluded if non- 
quational requirements arc used to define an equality predicate in the parameter 
declaration. On the other hand, the mathematical theory in the basic algebraic case 
is much simpler than th:tt in [S] and can b< fully extended to an algebraic theor? 
of parameterized spccitkations with rcquirl:m&ts (see [ 13]1, Requirements in our 
bcnse wart’ motkated and include those of Burstall and Goguen and Hupbach and 
K~khel \\kh itrt‘ calkd Swnsfr;fints in 123 and initial restrictions in [37]. Some 
ba4c‘ rc‘sults iind csampks of our theory Gth rquiremt’nts itrt‘ given in [ I-71 and 
[ l-l] but the cc,n~pkte theor\ is 41 in devclopmcnt. A summarv of the present _ i 
papr. the main iJc;ts rjf our theory with rcquircments and a comparative discussion 
of othc’i qywo;lche~ ;lrt‘ giwn in our conclusion (Section 8). 
2. Faramctcrized types and specifications 
ii’r* s1,;111 ii\sumt‘ the algebraic background of [ 3, 17. 331 which is based on 
iltii\cr~\; 1 ;llLJChrit (W‘c [ lo. _ ‘4j) and catcgor>~ theory (SW [h, 28, 361). But IVC will 
rr‘\ ic\i the mcbst in~pc~rti~nt not ions in connection lirith this paper. WC shall introduce 
ttlc IXl\iC‘ i!~~JClJritiC C;lW c>f pi1l:imCtCriZCd ata types and specilications Js given in 
[ 1). An d)strtrc*f &J~CJ fypc’ i\ rqardcd as (the isomorphism class of) a many-sorted 
I hctcrogt‘ncxws) itlgehra which is minimal, meaning that all data elements arc 
‘;\c‘c‘t‘ssiblc uGng constants and operations of the algebra. A many-sorted algebra 
cclnsists of an indexed family of sets (called carriers) with an indexed family of 
f .,jtions betw+ctin those carriers. The indexing system is called a signntwe and 
corAsts of a set S of sorts which indexes the carriers and a fan3y (EM._,] w E S* and 
s E S) C-A operation names (2 is ca lied the operator domnirt ) ; a ,ym bol u E I,,., with 
\,‘Z_$l.. * SII rimless an operation CQ: & x - - - x A,,, -.‘ A, in an algebra A with 
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signature C. The pair (S, C) determines the category Afgo,l, of all S-sorted r- 
algebras with X-homomorphisms between them. 
A specificatiorz, SPEC = (S, 2, E), is a triple where (S, E) is a signature and E is a 
set of equations. Afg SPEc. is the category of all spEc-algebras, i.e., all S-sorted 
E-algebras satisfying the equations E. When we write the combinatiorr SPEC' = 
SPEC+(S’, C’, E’) WC mean that S and S’ are disjoint, that 2 is an operator domain 
over S + S’ which is disjoint from C, and that E’ is a set of axioms over the signature 
(s+s’, ,r+C’). 
Although some authors see the equations as ‘semantics’ (see [2S. 26]), we follow 
[3] in saying that the semantics of a specification SPEC is the (isomorphism class of 
thej algebra T., \IJl:C. which is initial in AfgsrE_c-. TsrBr.,c- an be constructed as a quotient 
7:sPkC = ‘C,s.L,/ = tY of the term algebra IQs,+\ (corresponding to the signature (S, 3) 
by the congruence generated from the equations E. 
A s, :cification SPI:C* = (S, -, \’ E) is called wrrect with respect to a model algchra 
A in Afg’L1sI,f t’ if the model specification MSPH~~ = (MS, MZ ME) is included in 
sw<’ i e MS s S My . . . . ., - s Z and ME s E, and the blsrf+reduct of 7’s,,r ( is isomor- 
phic to A. (‘IIIc !kl>I:c.-reduct of Tsr+c. consists of those carriers and operations 
Monging to sorts of MS and operation symbols of MS respectively.) Note that 
this definition ;~llows to ~1st‘ ‘hidden functions‘ which are included in the sprcitbtion 
but not in the model qwcification. Moreover, in most c;ws ME will be the cniptj 
wt of cquationk 
I :\fi( it 1 Sl’l-l I1 I( ‘,.2 I I( ,N St’1 <‘I = st’t c -+ (.Sl,X I_ 1\ 
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To illustrate our definitions we will construct the model functor SETO correspond- 
ing to a simplified version setO(data0) of a set specification where only the operations 
CREATE and INSERT are considered. In this simplified version we do not need the 
equality predicate and hence also not boo1 in the parameter declaration. 
2.2. Example 
PARA~T~ IBEC*I.ARA TICIN (sw.c = (S, 0.0)) : dtlta0 = 
sorts(S) : dufu 
TARGET SPECIFI<‘ATI< IN ( MSPEC I = SPEIC + (S 1, C 1,0)) : MsetO = 
data0 + 
sorts( s 1) : set 
opns( E 1): ~‘RIlr\‘l I- : + se1 
INS~IRI : data se1 --) set 
The model functor SE ro : AIgdp,ao + AIgst,e,,, takes each dataO-algebra E = ( Ecfull,). 
which is simply a set of parameter elements, to the MsetO-Agebra A = {A,i,,,,. A,,,,, 
C’RFA i‘t:. _\, INSER I ._,) with A,, ,,,,, = f$,r,cc. A,,t = ;P,,J Etlura) the set of all finite subsets 
of E&w C‘RI:.A l-I<,\ = Cl and INSt-_RT_4( e. S) = (e} LJ s for all e E &,,, and s E ?‘iin( &,ltm ). 
l‘hc model func\or is strongly persistent because ~‘,a have V(SETO( E)) = V(‘4) = 
A Al,4 = E. In the following we shall show that the simplified version setO(data0) of 
our wt >pwitication is corrtxt with respect to the paramcterized model data type 
l‘TI11,.\ I = tdata0. MsetO. St-. I II) dcfincd above. 
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makes, sure that for ydch model parameter algebra in A/g,,,,, there is also a 
corresponding par lmeter algebra in A/gspt-r-. 
2.4. Fact. The parameterized specification setO(data0) - given by data0 
and set0 = MsetO+ E 1 as in Example 2.2 with E 1 consisting of the 
equations IN~ERT(~,INSERT(~,S))=INSERT(~,S) and INSERT(~INSERT(~',S))= 
INSERT{ d', INsER-r( d, s)) - is correct with respect to the parameterized type PMDAT = 
(data0, MsetO, SETO) lsee Example 2.2). 
Proof. In our case LJ and Ul art: identity functors and it remains to show that the 
functor SE-H) considered as functor from AIgdpaao to AIg,,,,, is the free construction 
with respect to the forgetful functor V: AIg,,,(, + A/gdPtuO. This means that HC have 
to show for each B E A/gseto and each hcmomorphism f: E + V(B) that there is a 
unique setO-morphism g: SEW(E) --, B with gCiatir =frdctlo. (The homomorphism f: E + 
?4 B) has one component f;lo,u: Ef1,1, + V( IS),,,,,, while g: SETO( E) --, B has two. 
gdarcd. SE-I-O{ l!$,,,, -+ &,,,, and gve,: svro( E),,, + B,,,. The crucial step here is the 
definition of the set-component of g.) Since g must be a setO-morphism we have 
for the set-component of g, 
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sorts: set 
opns: C‘REAl E: + se1 
INSERT: dam se2 --, set 
DELETtz : data set + set 
MEMBER : data set 4 boo1 
I~MV’I‘Y : set + boo1 
IF- rtf m-tx_s~ : boo1 se1 set --, sef 
cynsi INSftRT(d, lNSERT(d’, S)) = IF t,O( d, d’) TtlE-.N 
INSt-:RT(d, S)ELSE IhSERTjd’, INSkRT( d, S)) 
I~LIl.t'TE(d.~RI~AI.E) =C'Rk.\TE 
I~t:l.t,l‘E( d, INSERT( d’. S)) = IF :;_O( d, d’) THEN 
I~t’LI:‘l‘l-:( d, S)tiLSl: INSFR’I (d’, lXWTk( /1, S)) 
~lI~Xll3t~R( d, mtsAll_:) = FAI.Sti 
Vl-.~lRt~R( d. lNSt’RT( d’, S)) = IF t’O( d. 8) I‘tfEN TRUE. 
I-LSli .CltihlBI~R(d, S) 
t-xll~l.~‘((‘Rt:r~T~) =TRlIE 
EMP’TY( lNSt!RT(d, S)) = FA1.W 
It- I’RllE Ttfl-!N S 1 ELSE S2 = S 1 
IF i AI.SF. TtfkN Sl El.Sb. S2 = S? 
where boo1 is some correct spec;fication of boolean values including TKIJL FAL.SF.. 
AND, OR, NON and lt=rtftwtit_st5 operations. 
In the semantics of this specification. however. we can also use parameter algebras 
A where A ,,,,,,/ has more than two elements. In this case the free construction F(A) 
generates via the Ir-l~11-N-r_l.sr_-operations ew data of sort set which cannot be 
clcnerated 1~ CW..W t, or INst-K I. This implies that also new data of sort teal :.re P . 
generated via the operations MEMBER and t!%lP-rY which means F(&hoOl f ‘A,,,,,,, 
such that F is not persistent and is not correct with respect to SEW in Example 2.2. 
This ih a common error in parameterized set specifications (see [3.5]) which can 
be avoided using initial restrictions (see [l-3] and Section 8). 
3. The parameterized types string, matrix and bintree 
In this st’ction WC give some more examples of parameterized types which can 
hc handled within the basic algebraic approach where in the formal parameter part 
onI>. cqu:;;l.)ns are allowed. In Example 2.5 we have seen that the parzmeterized 
typt: set(d.tta) cannot be handled nicely in the basic algebraic approach because we 
need an eqL:!lity predicate and initiality of the bool-part for all formal parameters. 
This can only be achieved in the case of parameterizeci specification<. with require- 
ments which will be sketched in Section 8 In this more general setting we can also 
handle parameterized types like stackiattr), queuefpar) and array(item) which also 
uvz an equality predicate with initial bool-part and, in addition. error handling. 
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For some specifications, however, like string(param), it is possible to avoid the 
requirement that the bool-part is initial and that EC - dutu data + hoof is really an 
equality predicate. This specification makes also sense in the case that EO is only a 
reflexive relation as well as when’ the bool- and nat-parts are not initial; these more 
general cases do not violate the persistency of the semantics of the specification. 
In the following we give the parameterized specifications for string(param), 
matrix(ring), bintree( data) and bintreetraversal( data) and a f :w remarks concerning 
the semantics. For complete semantical models and corresponding correctness proofs 
in the sense of Definition 232) we refer to [ 191. 
3.1. Example (string( param) 
PAKA~~ETEK DECLARATION : param = 
nat + boo1 + 
sorts : datu 
opns : EU : data data + boo1 
eqns : EQ( x, x) = TRUE 
Comment: We only require reflexivity and not 
equality or an equivalence relation 
CqlS : 
Kc n~~l‘f- : string --, stritlg 
fIf3’f<fw-. : stritlg + stritrg 
sf tt wt4.t: : stritlg strirlg --, stritlg 
f.t:Nwf t : stritrg --, tmt 
ts-fihww : strirlg -+ hoi 
Is-m : thtci strirl,g + P001 
(‘ONC‘r\ I (s. f~Mf’f~\‘) =c’ONC’:\ f(f ~lf’I‘\‘, .$) = .s 
(~ON(‘r~l‘((‘(,N(‘..\l’(S, $I), ,$‘I) =C’ONC :\l(.~,c’ON~~~~f(.~‘. .s”‘,j 
f.rWf~( 13, s) = C’ONC~\‘f’(f.f’ 1‘1 I:R( fl), .s) 
Kr\df)( s. D) = <xxw,~\~f~( s, 1 .I: l‘l‘f I<( 11)) 
f<cmZ’T’t~( tM2’1’\‘) = Ehlf’l‘I’ 
fio’r‘~-r.f~iL_AI>D(D, s)) = RAI3f>(S, D) 
Rf+‘f:fXSti( tWfT\‘) = tlhlt’-f-1’ 
fif-\‘f’f~Sf-(f..41)1)( I), s)) = R~\l~f,(Rt.\‘t-.RS~(S). L)) 
Sfil’f-f;f fqfs3lf”I‘\‘. S) = SfIlIFf‘l f:(s, t3ltq‘y) = s 
The parameter dcclnration param consists of a specification nat for natural numbers 
with %ero (Q)b and successor (SIKY’), boa1 with boolean operations AND arid OK, a 
sort htca and I\ retlexive relation EO on data. Hence param-algebras are 3-sorted 
where thr nat- and bd-puts are (not necessary initial) nat- resp. bool-algebras 
and the rlc~tqwt i\ a set with a reflexive relation. Even if the boo1 -y rt is not 
two-vahw~. the rd;rtion can be defined as preimage of T-NJE. The semantics of 
string(paraml is the free constrwtion F which is persistent and assiys to each 
param-nlpchra A the free algetwa F ’ 4) where F( A 1 \,r,,,C: is the free monoid A:,,,, 
cont;lining all strings over the alptdet Ac4c(,N. EMPTY creates the empty string, 
I t- I-IXH creates for each data a tht corresponding string t,f iengrh 1. CONCAT is 
concatenation of ctrings. I .wm (resp. RAIN>) is left (resp. right) addition of a data 
to a string. HW AI I. is rotation of the string by one position to the left where the 
tint letter twomes the last. ww-tw. reverses the string, SHUFFLE oC two strings 
constructs the \hufTle product. L t<wa t1 measures the length of each string which. 
howwr. counts modulo w if Ana, is isomorphic to N (mod HZ), IS-EMPTY and IS-IN 
art’ predicates assigning the value WWF. if the string is empty resp. the string contain5 
.m element tq-related (or equal if FV it the equality on data) to tht given ow. 
3.2. Example (matrix(ring!). For simpiicit~ w only consider 2 x 2-matriws: 
-b~w;t-:T sPt_c~~-1c.4-r10~ : matrix( ring) = 
ring + 
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sorts: matrix 
opns: ZERO, UNIT: + matrix 
MATRIX : ring ring ring ring + mctrix 
ADD,~~B,M~L : matrix matrix + matrix 
wT : matrix + ring 
eqns: %E’,RO = MATRIX(O, o,Q, 0) 
l.JNIT = MATRIX( 1,&o, 1) 
AI~~(:*IATRIX(A~, A2, A3, A4), MATRIX( B1. B2, B3. B4)) 
=MATRIX(AI+B~,A~+B~,A~+B.~,A~+B~) 
SLJB(MATRlX(A 1, A2, A3, A4), h~~‘rRIx( B1, B2. B3, B4)) 
=~,wRlx(Al+(-Bl),A2+(--f32), A3+(-B3). 
A4+(-B4)) 
hllJl.(hlAl KIN(A 1, A2, A3, A4), MATHIX( Bl, B2, B3. B4)) 
= MAI~~X(A 1 * B 1+ A2* H3, A 1 * B2 + .42* B4, 
A3*Bl+A4*B3,.:13*B2+A4*B4) 
t)1:.1’(nl,2r~1X(Al, AZ, A3, A4)) = Al :!:A4+(--A2*AA3) 
The parameter declaration ring corresponds to the usual axiomatic definition of 
commutative rings with unit. Hence a ring-algebra is an arbitrary conwiututiw ring 
with unit while the initial ring-algebra is isomorphic to the ring of intqcrs. ‘l‘he 
wnantics of matrix(ring) is the free construction F which is pt‘rsistcnt illld ahsigns 
to wch ring K the matrix(ring)-alpeh F(H) whcrc F( K ),,,,,,,,, is the set of iI11 
2 X 2-matrices ovtx K with ztxo nlatrix Y.I+O. unit IixItris IN I*. addition ,wI,. 
sutMraction SlrI3 and multiplication hII 11. of Inatricc5 whik I>l. I CitlCUliltc‘S the dctcr- 
minant qf ;I matrix. This exampk could he txtcndcd by HJI opt’raiion IV 
w4 i : rmtris -+ boo1 testing sinFil!aritp of niutriws prwidtxi that the pm-uiictcr 
cicch-at ion is csttmded tw boo1 ;wI ;UI quivulcncc iYliIti~~I1 id> ml ring \\hicli 
corresponds to the cqualitv for a givtzn ring H. If NY \v:rnt to make surt’ that I 0 is 
3.3. Kxamyle (hintree(data) ilnd bintrcetravcrsal( data) 1 
sorts: 
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measuring the height, the rlumber of leaves, nodes and edges of the tree and testing 
whether it is balanced resp. degenrated (i.e., without branching). However, such an 
enrichment in the target specification eeds an extension of the parameter declar- 
ation by a nat- and a bool-part. But unlike set(data) in Example 2.5 initiality of 
nat and boo1 is not necessary to show persistency and correctness (see [ 191). 
(2) A parameterized specification corresponding to the different tree traversal 
aigorithms is the following: 
PARAMf-‘I t--R 0t:C‘LARATION : data = 
SOf=tS : ddltlJ 
I-ARGI~T swmxxr~m : bintreetraversal( data) = 
bintree( data) + 
sorts: St Gng 
opns: PI<E. IN. ~-NIB : bintree + sfriug 
t-XWJY. 1-t: mJiR. CONCAT, J.AJIJ), JUJW (see Example 3.1) 
eqns: J’Rb( I.EAF( D)) = t.tTJXR( D) 
t’Rt:( Lt’):T( D, 7-1 = pRE( KI<itJT( 11, T)) = J.Al)O( D, pRE( T)) 
- t’tu-( t3UJ‘tJ( D, T. T’)) = t.~rm( D, CONCA7J‘( t’RE-I( 7-1, PW:( T’) ,) 
IN(t t.At-( D)) = 1 J. J’J‘t.R(D) 
iw(t.t+-t(D. T))=tww(t~( T). D) 
~~(twitttl L). T)) = I.r\\oJ~( 13, IN( 7-H 
~(t~~ttt(D. T. T’)) =<x)N<N~(IN( 73, I ,\im(D. IN( T’))) 
’ NJN t t:/-\r-( I,), = I t-1-i t+( D, 
; SI)(I t-t-1( D. T)) = t-,xt)(twitt-t( D. 7-q = H.-\I~(~.NI_~~ 73, D) 
t.NJl( twt‘tf( L). 7’. T’,) =<XMXI’(F-NI)( 7’1, KAIMI( t’ND( T’). D)) 
In bintreetravc rsal( data 1 we have specitied three well- known tree traversal 
;ilgorithms give&r by the opt‘r;rtions PHI; (preorder). IN (inorder) and I-ND (endorder). 
‘I’hc rcsnlt of then92 ;:lgorithmh is in each case II string of data. This requires that the 
pitrt of the striog(param) specification must be included in the target specification 
of bintreetraversal( data 1. 
4. Standard r arameter passing 
‘NC now come to the problem of parameter passing. We need A mechanism which 
allows us to replace the formal parameters, given by the parameter declaration of 
ti paramet~rized specification, by actual parameters, given by actual specifications. 
This mechtinism will be called ‘standard parameter passing’. The problem of ‘para- 
mcterized parameter passing’ where the actual parameters are parameterized specifi- 
cations will be studied in Section 6. 
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The main problem for parameter passing is to develop suitable assignments, called 
‘parameter passing morphisms’, from the formal to the actual parameters taking 
into account possible renaming and/or identifications of sorts and operations and 
atsci consistency of the actual par ‘meter with respect to the parameter declaration. 
Recall the parameterized specification setO(data0) of Fact 2.4 and consider nat 
;IS actual parameter. There is an ‘obvious’ morphism It:dataO*nat which identifies 
the sort data with the sort rzat in nat. It is not hard to see (intuitively) that this 
morphism h ‘tells us’ how we want to modify the parameterized type setO(data0) 
to get the desired data type setO(nat) with sorts nal and sut, operations 0. sl xx . 
( IU-MT and INSI~K-I-, and with the intended two-sorted algebra A with A,,,,, = the 
natural numbers, and A,,., = all finite sets of natural numbers. together with the 
cicsired operations on these carriers. 







We make this precise below). The morphisms s’ and h’ again induce forgetful 
functors VS. and V,,* respectively. The algebra B’ is characterized by the fact that 
V,@‘)=A’ and V&3’)=B= T(A)= T(V,(A’)). 
To gull this together we must make it more precise. First we have to introduce 
the necessary morphism in a precise manner. This will allow us to give a precise 
statement of the parameter passing mechanism suggested by the above discussion. 
4.1. Definition. A specification morphism h: (S, 2, E) + (S’, C’, E’) consists of a 
mapping Ias: S --* S’ and an (S* X Windexed family of mappings, h\-: 2 + 2’ (where 
11 l r ( k’.S) . Ub8.P + Z’,:, ,, ,.lr,t %, ). This data is subject to the condition that every axiom of 
E, when translated by h, belongs to E ‘. shortly h( E ) c E’. The morphism h is called 
simple if S c S’, Z c_ Z’, E G E’ and 11,. II\- are the inclusions. 
Remark. In [S] we have used signature morphisms instead of specification morph- 
isms as parameter passing morphisms. That means we now assume, in addition, that 
lhe translated equations of the parameter part belong to equations of the actual 
parameter. This is a simplification due to the basic algebraic case which is studied 
in this paper. Looking at our examples in Section 3, on one hand we have equations 
in the parameter declaration for tixcd types like nat and boo1 which are intended 
to occur also in the actual parameter. On the other hand-and this is a drawback 
of the simplification -we may also have equations for operations like EQ in the 
parameter declaration such that EW becomes an equivalence relation. Such 
equations must be expected to be present in all our actual parameters although EQ 
nlil be specified as equality on the actual parameter using ditferent equations. This 
ditticult! \t\js avoided in [5] using signature morphisms and the concept of ‘passing 
conhistcncy’. Hut it can also be avoided for parameter declarations with requirements 
(WC Section 8) whcrc WC will only trar-kattz the cquatio,ls and not the requirements 
(WC‘ ill!+0 [9] whcrc theory morphisms a~ used). 
Proof. For A’ E AIg,,, ( ‘. Vh( A’) = A is given by 
A, = &,\, for all s E S, 
‘F.4 = h(u),_,, for all u E I, 
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A becomes a sptx-algebra because we have h(E) E r’. V,,( f’) is defined by 
W f’).\ =fk, ,) for dll s E S. Since k’,, preserves identities and composition. it is a 
functor. II 
Remarks. ( 1) For each (S’, 2’ )-algebra A’ we have that A’ satisfies the translated 
axioms h(E) iff &(A’) satisfies E. 
(2) For all A’, WE Alg SPEC,n and each family f’ = (f: : A: + B: ),( .s’ we have that 
f’ is a h( E)-morphism iti Vh( f’) is a E-morphism. 
4.3. Definition. Given a parameterized specification PSPEC = (sptx, SPECI) with 
SPEC‘ 1=SPEC’+(Sl , C 1, E l), a specification SPEC’ = (S’, Z’, E ‘) called actrra/ p~u- 
rrzeter specification, and, a specification morphism II : SI+C + swc*~, called ~XVWW~JI 
passing morphism, the mechanism ;>f standard pararrleter passirrg is given by the 
following syntax, semantics, and semantical conditions: 
Syntax: 
The syntax of standard pararnetcr passing is given by the followmg diagram. cailed 
parameter passing diagram : 
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Sew an tics: 
The semantics of standard parameter passing is given by 
where F: RIgsrl._cT --) AIgsPI-.C.I is the semantic, of PSPEC (see Definition 2.3), TsPE:(.’ 
and Tsl’I.t.l’ are the initial algebras in AIg,,Bcla-s and AfgSPEc.-I’ respectively. 
Sewantical com?itions: 
The sentmtica? cmditiorts for starldard parameter passing are the following: 
i 1) actual parameter protection. i.e. VJ Tsr~h~-,~) = Tspkc.( 
3 (2) passing computability, i.e. F( V,,( Tspf &) = V,,#( 71sr3r &. 
hterpretation. The value specification SPLTI s = SP~X~I(SPK~) is the result of 
replacing the formal parameter sfw* in SPE<.-I =SPE~Y ( SPK) by the actual parameter 
SPIf< -I. We USC the notation sptxl* = SPECI(SPEC’) to point out this replacement. But 
we have to keep in mind that 2 1 and E I are slightly changed to Z 1’ = \I’( C 1) and 
E 1’ = Ir’t E 1) respectively. This depends on the specific choice of the parameter 
passing morphism It : SPEC + SPEC which uniquely defines 11’. Note that we do not 
have the semantical condition ‘passing consistency’. i.e.. VJI( TsrBLc-J E A&+,. which 
\Vab assumed in [ 51. Since our parameter passing morphism-unlike [ 5]-are specifi- 
cation morphisms. this condition is always satisfied. as stated in Remark ( 1) after 
Proposit ion 4 2. Rut we still need a similar nontrivial ‘passing consistency’ condition 
for It in the case of parameterized specitications with requirements (see Section 8): 
\ ‘1, f 7-q’! (. ) must satisfy the requirements of the parameter declaration. 
The semantical conditic>n ‘actual parameter protection’ means that the actL4 
parameter SPH” is protected iq the value specifif_ation SPECK In other words, srtl<*l’ 
is assumed to be an extension of SI+X**. Certainlv this requirement meets an intuitive 
understanding of parameterized data types in software engineering. On the other 
hand, aIs0 slightly weaker requirements, like VJ 7&,& 2 ‘-[k;pk_c.e, may also meet 
the intuitive understanding. An interesting example might be adding of error 
elements for suitable sorts (see Remark 5.3). This is an example where the free 
c’onstrucfion F is not persistent. We cannot handle this case in general, at this point, 
I~cau~c N e itls~~ need the persistency of F to show (see Theorem 5.2) our second 
\\cbmitntical condiGon: ‘passing compatibility’. Passing compatibility means that the 
\t‘m;llltic\ c)f puramctcr passing. especially the transformation from TsrJk..c- to Ts,~~..c.I’ 
i\ c(~mpittibl~ with the semantic\ F of the given parameterized specification PSI~H’. 
Kc are convinced that passing compatibility in our sense-or in a slightly modified 
version -is an important requirement which pulls together the semantic:; of the 
formal and the ;rctu,zl parameter part. Unfortunately this or a similar condition is 
not considered for the procedure concept in ~*LHK (see [7] and [S]) because the 
paramcterized specitications are not assumed to be persistent. In [Y], however, a 
similar feature is part of their concept of F-freeness. We will show (see Theorem 
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5.2j that persistency of the parameterized specification is necessary and sufficient 
for correctness of parameter passing. Moreover, passing compatibility is the key to 
showing induced correctness of the value specification in Theorem 5.4. Finally, let 
us point out that the syntax diagram for standard parameter passing becomes a 
pushout diagram in the category of specifications and specification morphisms which 
corresponds to the syntactical construction given by Ehrich [ 111. Moreover, the 
semantical construction can be extended to a free functor F' : AlgspEc--+ AlgslBl,, Is 
which is persistent and satisfies V,,J’ = FV,, (tee Extension Lemma 5.1). 
4.4. Examples. (1) Given the parameterized specification string(param) (see 
Example 3.1) and the following actual parameter: 
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c’rlns : (like Example 3.1 with EO replaced by ~XXJIV and variabkq 
D. D’ of sort data replaced by variables N, M of sort nat). 
(2) The value specification string( actual) can be used as actual parameter for the 
parameterized specification bintree(data) given in Example 3.3. There are, however, 
several choices for the parameter passing morphism h : data + string( actual). The 
obvious one would be to define It 1 s( data) = srritq such that the value specification 
bintree( string( actual) ) ,, 1 defines binary trees with integer strings as labels in the 
nodes. But WC can also define h2s(data) = rtat such that the value specification 
bintree(string(actual))r,2 defines binary trees with natural numbers as labels in sort 
Kr2tree and strings of natural numbers in sort shag. Another possibility would be 
ao define 113~ dc~) = Qoo9 which would lead to binary trees with boolean values as 
labels in th \ nodes. This example demonstrates that the value specification highly 
depends on t,re parameter passing morphism 12 which is reflected in the notation 
stw*t(stvc),i but not in the usual notation without subscript h. 
5. Correctness of standard parameter passing 
In thi\ ~cction w will show that standard parameter passing is correct, i.e., the 
wm;mtic;tl conditions are satihficd. provided that the parameterized specification is 
pcrsistcnt. Moreover persistency turns out to be necessary for actual parameter 
protect ion ;tnd hcncc for correctness. In the main rehult of this section WC show 
that-r~~ughl~ ~peilking~c,rrectness of parameter passing implies correctness of 
the ~luc specification. More preckly correctness of parameter passing. and correct- 
ness of I he parlrnlrt cxked specification I’sP~:( * = (SP~G SPEU ) with respect to a 
paramc+terizcd persknt model data type t’I):\-r = ( MSPH‘. ~ISPE:(~ I. 7’) and correct- 
IN\> of the actual srecltication SIQ-<~’ with respect to an xlspt.<,‘-algebra ,4 implies 
corrcctnc\s of the value specilication srBt:c’I’ with respect to the ‘T-extension of A’, 
provided that the model specifications %!stBt:(’ and ILISPE:(* are ‘compatible’ with the 
p;lrirmctcr passing morphism II: sI*t.(‘-+ WC’, i.e., 11 (xwptx*) c MSPI~‘. This induced 
corrcctntlss of the VillUt? specification is most important for correct design of SOftWilre 
~wtcm~ bccausc once some basic specificat ions (e.g.. nat, int, bool) and some basic 
par;tnWerized specification\ (cg., setO( data0 1, string( param), matrix( ring)) arc 
pr~cn to be corrtlct UC have induced correctness for all possible value specifications 
( c.g.. sctO( nat ). matrix( int 1. rztring( matrix( int ) ), setO( string( matrix( int) )) etc. ) The 
m;tin tool ttj prove thc3e correctness rc\utts i\ the following Extension Lemma which 
provides extensions of specifications and functors. A special case will be the Per- 
sistency I_emma which is stated separately for future reference. 
5.1. Extension Lemma. ( 1 ) (hen (2 pammeteri2ed specification PsPw = 
!WE c. wt cl) as in Definition 2.3 and a spei*ification m0rphi.w~ Cl: wf3c + sewn’, then 
tkrc is a wll-dejhed parameter passing diagram, 
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SPI’C SPEC I 
! h 
SPEC 
s’ ) I If’ 
SPtx'l ’ 
as given ii] Defi~lition 4.3 which is a pushout irt the category of specifkwtiorts ~td 
spxification morphisms, i.e., we have 
(i) s’oh = h’os, and 
(ii) for all spetificatiorw SPkx”’ and all spccificatiotl morphism s” : stw-’ + SIW:~~ 
ad 11”: SPECI + SPL:.C-~~ satisfying ~“0 h = 0 s there is a wiique specification rnorphisrrt 
f: spw I 1 -+ SPEC*’ such that 
f”s’ = f and f 0 h’ = 11". 
( 2) Given a ( strongly) persistetlt parameterized data type PDAT = (tastJt:c‘. F) with 
WW- md a specification morphism h as dwce, tbetl there is a (strorl&I per%steW 
fwl(‘tor F : N&p[:(-~ + Alg,p, (‘I’, called extension of F via (II, d, satis_f~Gg. for cdl 
A’ c-’ Algs[q,( ‘. 
V,,.( F’( A’)) = F( V,,(A’H. 
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This implies f 0 S’ = s” and f 0 h’ = h” where the only nontrivial cases to consider are 
XE S wherefs(h~(X))=fs(hs(x))= sz(h&)) = h:&(x)) = h:(x) and similarly for 
y E 2. The uniqueness of f follows from the fact that S’ and h’ are jointly surjective, 
i.e., each item in SPEW has a preimage under s’ or h’. It remains to show that 
/(E’+El’)c E”.Th is o f II owsfroms”(E’)~E”andf(El’)=f(h’(E1))=h”(E1)c 
E” using the fact that s” and h” are specification morphisms. 
(2) Given A’E AIlg,pitp-b, let A = &(A’)E AfgspEC and B= F(A)E Alg,,,,,. We 
will construct a sPtx-t*-algebra B’ such that V,,( B’) = A’ and V,J Bt) = B. Then we 
will define F’(A’) = B’ and we will define F’ on spEc’-morphisms such that F’ 
becomes astrongly persistent functor F’ : AfgsPE.-- 4 Afgspl,-,n satisfying the desired 
property by construction of B’. 
The following construction of B’ essentially needs the (strong) persistency of F 
(i.e.. VJ B) = A) to ke well defined: We assume strong persistency in the proof. 
The argument goes through in the general case. 
B: = if s c S’ then A: else B, for all SE S’+Sl’, 
This construction implies V,*( B’) = A’ and Vilr( B’) = B (see below) once we have 
shown that B’ is a w&defined spt;c-II-algebra. For c sl l . . sn -+ HI + 1 we will 
show that cH. is a function c+~ : B:, X - - l X B:,, + B:,,, lm For 0 E 2’ we have CQ = v,,* 
and B:, =A:, for i=l,.... tl+ 1 such that we are doqe. In the following we omit 
the subscripts S and E for Ir and h’: For CE Zl’= /I’( 9) we have (TE 11 with 
cr:fl l ’ l t~~-,fn+l for some riES+Sl with h’(ri)=si for i=l.. . . ,zi-t 1. Since 
0,~:B~,~..~~~,,,4B,,,,,wehavetoshow~that B~,=B,,.Foreachi=l,.... n-t-1 
we have to consider the cast ti E S and fi E S 1. For ti c S we have si = h’( ti) = iz( ti) E 
S’ \uch th:rt 
btx;u.~sc C’, ( 13) = A by strong persistency of E For ti E S 1 we have si = /I’( fi) = ti E 
S I = S 1’ such that 
Cl = B,, = B,,. 
This completes well-dcfjnedness of B’. 
Next wt‘ will ‘show \I’,,#( B’) = B. By c,mstruction of B’ this is clear for sorts s’l 
and 0pWil t ions 2‘1. It remains to be known for S and C which means V,( VI, (B’)) = 
\‘,( RI. Using again the persistency V,( H) = A and VJ BY=: A’ we have 
\‘.,( v,,dB’)) = v,,( \‘,jB’)) = VJA’) = A = V,(B). 
It remains to show that B’ satisfies the equations E’ and El’. This follows from 
\$( B’) = A” and VII-( B’) = B because A’ satisfies E’ with s’( E’) = E’ and B satisfies 
E 1 with h’( E 1) = E 1’ respectively (see Remark ( 1) after Proposition 4.2). Up to 
now we have shown that F’( A’) := B’ is a spEup-algebra satisfying the desired 
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properties. To complete part (2) of the proof it remains to define F’ on SPEC’- 
morphisms f: A’ -j A” such that F’(f) : F’( A') --, F’( A”) becomes a SPWI *-morphism. 
Let 
F’(f), = if s E S’ then l, else F( V,,( f))%. 
it is left to the reader to show that F’(f) is well defined and, using Remark (2) 
after Proposition 4.2, to show that F’(f) preserves (2’ + C 1 )-o)lerations. %medi- 
ately from the definition it follows that F’ preserves identitkc arid composition of 
morphisms such that F’ becomes a functor F’ : A~g~pEr-~ + A!gSpkc.,p. 
Finally, to show the uniqueness property of F’(A’) kt B 1’ E A!gspk.r-ls with 
V,T(Bl’) =: A’ and VJ B 1’) = B. Then we have Bl ’ = U’ = F’( A’) by construction 
of B’ = F’i A’). 
(3) We have to show that for each sr>Et\l*-algebra R’ and each sl)r:~~,-n~(~rphisn1 
f’ : A’ + V,#( H’) there is a unique st~r:c,t~-morpl~ism g’ : F’( A’) + R’ such that the 
following diqy-am commutes: 
t 
1, 
A’ - \‘,q B’) 
N 
g 1 -.: if s C. S’ then .f: ~1s~ ,r;,. 
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5.2. Theorem (Correctness of standard par;lmeter passing). Given a parumeterirc’ 
specification PsPEc = (sPEc, ~PIxx), then standard parameter passing is correct, i.e., 
for a!! actual parameters SPEC’ and ail parameter passing morphisms h : SPEC + SPEC’ 
we have actual parameter protection and passing compatibility, iff PSPEC is persistent. 
( Without loss of generality we assume strong persistency in the proof) 
Proof. First let us assume that PSPEC is persistent. We have to show actuS; parameter 
protection (Definition 4.X 1 j) and passing compatibility (Definition 4.3( 2)). 
Extension Lemma 5.1 can bt used to apply the extended functor F’ to the initial 
algebra TsPec. Lemma U(3) amplies that F’( T SPEC.e) is free and hence initial in 
AlgsPr.C.ler i.e., TSPE~~ l = F’( 7”&&. Strong persistency and extension property of 
F’ (Extension Lemma 542)) means 
which together with TsP,,.,. = F’( TsPk:< 4 implies actual parameter protection and 
passing compatibility respectively. 
Conversely assume that the semantical conditions of Definition 4.3( l), (2) are 
satisfied for all actual parameters SPEC’ and all parameter passing morphisl.Is 
11: SPEC’ --, SPEC”. Further, let A be an arbitrary sPEx*-algebra. Now let SPEC-’ = 
SPW+ (0, LA. EA) where EA contains a (I-ary operation symbol x for each x E A, 
and s E S and E.4 consists of all those equations z = t’ with t, t’ E TI,l,s which are 
true in A. This construction implies that C’,,( Tsp, <,,) = A E A/gsPf.~C. and actu:ll para- 
meter protection implies 
Hence WC have strong persistency of F and PSP~C Note that SEC“ becomes an 
‘infinite specification’ in general. C 
5.3. Remark (Passing compatibilit!Q. We have shown that persistency of ~JSPFX- is 
necessary for correctntss of parameter passing as given in Definition 4.3. It remains 
open how far persistency or a similar weaker condition is necessary for passing 
compatibility if actual parameter protection in the strong version of Definition 4.3( 1) 
is not required. The following example shows that the nonpersistent parameterzed 
SpWitiCirtiWl PSPl:c = (swc. spta) ‘insertion of an error element’ with SPIX = 
<{s). 0. CS) ;Ind sI+xl = St+.<* + (~j. {e}. ki is not passing compatible in general. Taking 
sl’t.(” _, nat+(sri~,c.(sllc.~.(s)) =s~Kx~~.~)} and h(s) = nut we have 
TSPa+- = (0, 1). F( Vil( TS,,.,,-)) = (0. 1, e} and TsPI.-C.I e =(0. 1, e, f . 
Hence we have no passing compatibility nor actual parameter protection because 
F( V,,( Tt,rb_,t  )) and V,J TSPhC Is) as well as TSPt.- and TsPI_(.,, have different tardi- 
n&t\. 
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5.4. Theorem (Induced correctness of value specifications). Giuerl 
( 1) a persistent parameterized specification PSPEC = (SPEC, SPEC I) which is correct 
with respect to a parameterized persistent model data type PDAT = (MSPEC, MSPECl , T), 
(2) an actual specification SPEC which is correct with respect o art MSPEC’- 
algebra A’, 
(3) a parameter passing morphism h: SPEC --) SPEW, arld 
(4) compatibility of the parameter passing morphism h with the model specifications 
MSPEC’ and MSPEC, i.e., 
h (sawc) c MSPEC’, 
then we have 
(3 the vah de specification SPEC 18 is correct with respect to the MSPI CT algebra 
T’( A’), called T-extension of A’, which is uniquely defined hi 
V,,J T’( A’)) = A’ and Vkt( T’( A’)) = T( V&d’\) 
dere k : MSP~~- + rusi=kx- is the restriction of h ( see (4)) arid xwb.u’ the model value 
:yec~ficatimi in the model parameter passiyg diaCgriini 
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We want to show correctness of SPEU’ with respect to T’(A’) which means 
Vj4 T?SPECl’) = T’(A’) provided that we have VJ TSPEC’) =A’ (assumption (2)). By 
the uniqueness property of T’( A’) (see Lemma U(2)) it suffices to show that 
Since SPEC is correct with respect o A’ we have Vi*( Tspkce) = A’ and Vsl( TsPtc.ll) = 
T SPI-.C” by actual parameter protection (see Theorem 5.2) such that 
v,*( vj4 =rSP,W 1 ) = V,.( Vs.( 7’sPtiC,+ = V,B( TsPE<-) = A’. 
Qn the other hand. passing compatibility, i.e., ViJ TsPttcq,s) = F( VJ Tspn&), and 
correctness of PSP~X~, i.e., V!Q F = To V,. implies 
This completes the correctness proof. q 
55. Example. We have the correctness of the parametcrized specification 
setO(data0) with respect o the parameterized data type (data0, MsetO, SETO) shown 
in Theorem 2.4 and the correctness of nat with respect to the natural numbers N. 
This implies. by Theorem 5.4, the correctness of the value specification setO(nat) 
in the introduction of Section 4 with respect to the setO(nat)-algebra A = SETO~(N) 
with A,,,,, = N. A,c., = &,( W. O,, and NCC_,~ zero and successor in Ni, and CREA-I fi.,\ 
and INW H I ..\ defned as in Example 2.2 for E = N. 
6. Parameterized parameter passing 
In this section we consider the parameter passing problem for parameterized 
actual parameters. In other words, we want to insert a parameterized specification, 
c.p., matrix( ring), into another paramcterized specification, e.g., string( param), 
leading to a parametcrized value specification. e.g., string*matrix(ring). The para- 
metcrized value qccification can be regarded as the composition of the gken 
par:tmeMzcd specifications. This composition, however, depends on the choicti of 
the paramctcr passing morphism. The mechanism of parameterized parameter 
p;Ang will be strictly defined analogous to that of standard parameter passing in 
Scc’tion 4. Actually the standarti mechanism turns out to be a special casf: of the 
pnrameterized mechanism. In ansllogy to the correctness results for stanoyrd para- 
mt’ter passing in Section 5 we will show correctness of parameterizeti c:*ramster 
passing rend induced correctness of composite parameterized specificaLJ?s 
6.1. Definition. Given parameterized specifications PSPEC = (SPEC, SW ‘1) :tnd 
psp[::.(“ =(SPH“. SwT) with SPECl =SPE(‘+w.m, El) and iPEC I’ = 
SPI’C’ + (S 1’ ,Z 1’. E 1’) respectively, where ~SPEC’ is called parameterize:i attual 
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specification, and a specification morphism h : SPEC + SPECI ‘, called parumerer passing 
morphism, the mechanism of parameterized parameter passing is given by thz 
following syntax, semantics, anfl semantical conditions: 
Syntax: 
The syntax of parameterized parameter passing is given by the 
called parameterized parameter passing diagram : 
following dragram, 
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(2) mrameterized passing compatibility. i.e., for all A’ E A/g,,,,,, 
V,/q F*,,F’)( A’) = Fo V,,o F’(A’). 
hrterpretution. Considering SPKT as an actual parameter of PSPEC in the sense 
of standard parameter passing (see Definition 4.3) SPI:CZ’ is ex;lctly the corresponding 
value specification. For parameterized parameter passing, however, it makes no 
sense to consider SPECZ’ as a value specification because it still in&tides the formal 
parameter srw** of Psrw”. Hence we consider the pair (SPEC, SPECKS) to be the 
value of the parameterized parameter passing mechanism which motivatts the name 
‘parameterized value specification’. On the other hand this pair corresponds to some 
sort of composition PSPIX~*~, PSPEC- of the given parameterized specifications PSPEC 
and PSPEC motivating the name ‘composite parameterized \Qecification’. Although 
the composition * is actually a parameterized composition *I,, because it depends 
on the choice of the parameter passing morphism It, it makes sense to speak of a 
composition. Actually the composition * behaves like the usual composition of 
functions where we have associativity. i.e.. PO (g 0 /I) = ( fog)0 h, and compatibility 
with evaluation. i.e.. ( fogl( x) = _f( g( A-)). The corresponding properties for * will be 
shown in Section 7. e.g.. we will have 
string * matrix( int) = string( matrix( int 1). 
The semantics F *,,F’ is also a parametcrized composition. Note, that the usual 
composition Fc F’ is not defined because the range of F’ is ~~gsPI.C-,~ but the domain 
of F is PU~,~~, ( . Hence we can only define the following composition Fc Vi, 0 F’ 
corresponding to the semantics of PSPW and PSPEC’. This semantics, however, should 
be compatible with the semantics F */, F’ of PSPW*~~ PSPZ-c. This compatibility is 
CUiictly the second semantical condition: parameterized passing compatibility. 
l’arameterlzed parameter protection means that the parameterized actual para- 
meter F’( A’) is protected. If F and F’ are persistent. then also F *,, F’ is persistent 
such th;it all actual parameters X are protected by F *,, F’. 
Finally let u\ point out that standard parameter passing is a strict special case of 
p;~ri~meteriLect~ed parameter passing (including syntax, semantics and semantical condi- 
tions) which will be shown in the following lemma. 
Proof. Replacing SPIC in Definition 4.3 by SPECI’ in Definition 6.1 th,: syntactical 
construction of SPECI’ in Definition 3.3 is equal to that of SPEYZ in Definition 6.1. 
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For SPEC I= 0 the free construction F *,,F’ in Definition 6.1 is given by F *I, F’( T,,) = 
Ts,E,.2~ corresponding to :he semantics of standard parameter passing. Moreover, 
F’ is given by F’( T,,) = 7. Bt’(.l’ such that the semantical requirements in the para- 
meterized case are equivalent to those in the standard case. The formulas in ( 1) 
and (2) are well defined because SPEC’ = 0 implies that there is a unique parameter 
passing morphism !I”: 0 + 0. Moreover, SPEC = SPEC’ = 0 in Definition 4.3 implies 
SPEC 1 0 = SPECI, i.e., the value specification applied to 0 coincides with the given 
specification. This implies (1). 
To show (2) we apply PSPEC* PSPEC’ with SPK’ = 0 to v) with It”: Cl --, v) which yields 
SPfX‘l */, SPECI ‘(a) = SPEC2: On the other hand, we have by ( 1) and coincidence of 
the syntactical constructions in Definitions 4.1 and 6.1 (shown above) 
SIWY (sPt;.<.l$4)),, =SPECI (SPECT)~, = SPECT. This proves (2). cl 
( 1 ) parar?leterixd ~3araimwr protection, 
( 2 ) pararwterized j3assing compatibility, 
( 3 ) ( strong) \3ersisterq of the cony~ositiorl hf’f c . * ia tww -*. 
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(5) the composition PSPEC *I, PSPEC’ is correct with 




respect fo the composite para- 
(4)), M! PECK’ the model vahe 





k’,,, ( T*& 7-l B’N = T'(E) md L;+( T *Sk T’t B’ )) = T( V, ( T’( k?‘))). 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 5.4 can he extended using similar modifications as 
in the proof uJf Thwrcm 6.3 such that we obtain, for ail A’ E AlgspE,-, 
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Finally, persistency of G’ implies persistency of T*k T’ if T’ is persistent. @ 
7. Iterated types and specifications 
III this section we wall1 to study the compatibility of standard and parameterized 
parameter passing. The aim is to build up large specifications like 
bintree(string(matrix(int ))) from small basic specifications like ink mntrix(ringL 
string( param) and bintrek Jdata). Using the techniques of Sections 4 and 4) we are 
already able to build these specifications and we know that they are correct with 
respect to a canonical ~I-K!~ (Iced model. But we have not considered the prcbl~m of 
the extent to which the ~luc specification is independent of the special construction 
we have chosen. 
Perhaps the most obvious way to construct bintree(string(matrix(int)ll is the 
following ‘call by value’ strategy where the actual sptcification int is inwrttzd in 
matrix(ring). the value specification matrix(int) is inserted in stringtparam) 
leading to string( matrix( int) ), which finally is inserted into bintree(data). This 
\trategy uses only standard parameter passing. On the other hand. there is a 
‘call by name‘ strategy construction first (bintree*string)(param), thcr: 
f! bintree * string) * matrix)( ring) by parameterized parameter passing, ,md fitia 1 ly 
(. (bintree * string! * matrix)(int) by standard p;\rarncter passing. iliort\c:vcr. thert‘ is 
another ‘call by name’ strategy constructing first (string*matri.x~(ring~. then 
(bintree* (string * matrix))(ring) md finally (bintree J (string* matrixH(int). Last but 
nof Icast. there arc two ‘mixed strategic‘s‘ leading to (bintree*string)lmatrix(int) 1 
and bintreel (string * matrix)(int) ) respcctivcly. 
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parameterired specifications 
PWIX i = (WK( i - 1 ), sPkx9) for i = 1,3,S 
and parameter passing morphisms 
h0 : SPECW + SPECS and h2 : SPECZ + SPECS, 
then there is a canonical parameter passing morphism h 2 * h0 : SPECO --, SPECS such 
that we have 
where cl/l compositions are well-defined and SPK~ is the tjalue specification of 
PSPEC’3 *I,? PSPEX‘S. 
Remark. Using the notation s~~x~~(s~~co) for PSPECI. SPITI * SPECY( SPEC’L!) for 
PSPECI * PSI~EC~X and similarly for the other parameterized specifications. we obtain 
the following equivalent formulation: 
where both specifications are equal to SPEW, and SPECK is the value specification 
Of PSPI-(‘I * I ~Ipspt~c~ in the following parameter passing diagrams ( I)--( 3): 
SPEC‘O - ----+ SPI’C’I 
Ito I 0) 
(3) 
\\hxc /I 2’ is induced from II:! (SW Definition 6.1). 
Proof of Theorem 7.1. ‘The main idea of the p,,oof is that diagrams (i)--(3) above 
are pushouts in the category of specifications and specification morphisms (see 
Extension Lemma 5. I) which can be combined in different ways. 
It is well known from category theory (see [6,28,36]) that the composition of 
pushouts is again a pushout, i.e.. with diagrams ( 1) and (3) also (1) +( 3). and with 
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(2) and (3) also (2) + (3) is a pushout. Combining one way we have 
SPECS = SPECI *r,o~~~C3(~~~C~) (1) is a pushout, 
SPECS = SPEC6 *,12SPEC5(SPEC4) (2) + (3) is a pushout, 
and combining the other way we have 
SPEC7 = (SPEC3 * /,2 SPECS)(SPECJ) (2) is a pushout, 
SPECS = (SPECS *rtl.~rlo~~~~7)(s~~~4) (1) +(3) is a pushout. 
Hence we obtain, by substitution, 
(( SPECl *&PEC3) * &PECS)(SPEC4) = (SPECI *,,2*,,o(SPEC3~ SPECS))(SPEC‘J) 
which is ;-ye the remark) the desired result. !I 
7.2. Corollary (Compatibility of composition and actualization). Stu&ar~ a~f~td- 
ization of composite parameterized specifications is equal to iterated stardvcj actual- 
ization of parameterized specifications. In more detail we have: Gioerr persiste)1t 
parameterized specifications 
PSPE< - 1 = (SPF.CO, SPEC I) and PSPEC’J - (SPECZ, SPEC,I) 
an actua! specification SPF.C.C; and parameter passirlg morphisms 
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Assume that we have given the parameterized specifications bintree( data), 
string(p~~am), matrix(ring), the actual specification int and parameter passing 
morphisms h 1, h2 and h3 which are passing consistent, i.e., we have given an 
‘iterated parameter passing situation’ defined by the slim arrows in the following 
diagram: 
data - bintreecdata) \ 
h 1 I 
param - string( param) 
ring - matrix(ring) t-w string*matrix( ring) 
112 I (2) 
int f-b (string*matrix)( int) -W bintree( (string*matrix)(int)) 
An evaluation strategy consists of an arbitrary sequence of the following two steps 
until no more steps can be applied: 
Pmmeterired step. Apply Farameterized parameter passing to one triangle 
(except the left) and consider the new iterated parameter passing situation resp. 
value specification. 
Starrdard step. Apply standard parameter passing to the left most triangle and 
consider the new iterated parameter passing situation resp. value specification. 
The result of iterated parameter passing with respect to a given evaluatior: strategy 
k the resulting value specification. 
In our example we first have applied a parameterized step (1) and then two 
standard steps (2) and (3). Note that the parameter passing morphism for (3) is 
WXWr 1 where 112’ and 113’ are the induced from h2 and h3 respectively. 
Thik is a ‘mixed strategy’. The ‘call by value’ strategy consists of standard steps 
OIlI\ . applied from left to right leading to the value specification 
bintrcc( string( matrix( int ) )). The ‘call by name’ strategy consists of parameterized 
steps applied fron-. right to left followed by one standard step such that we obtain 
the value specification (( bintree * string) * matrix)(int). 
7.4. Corollary (Independence of st categies). The result of iterated parameter passing 
is ir~deptwd~nt of the choice of the euuluation strategy applied to a given iterated 
pim meter pass@ situation. 
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Proof. The proof follows by iterated application of Theorems 7.1 and 7.2. Cl 
8. Conclusion 
Let US start with a short summary of the main constructions and results in this 
paper. 
A parameterized specification PSPEC = (SPEC, spL:c~) consists of a pair of specifica- 
tions where the parameter declaration SPEC is included in the target specification 
SPEC-I. Parameter passing from the formal parameter SPEC to an actual parameter 
SW -I is given by a ‘specification morphism’ f: SPEC + SPEC. The value specification 
SPIKI * is more or less a ‘rena.ming’ of the sPEc’-parts of SPECI by the corresponding 
sl’t-x.‘-parts of the actual parameter. Mathematically, SPEW is the pushout object 
of SPFCI and SPI:C’~ via f in the category CA-~‘SI~~A~ of algebraic specifications and 
hpecifjcation morphisms. Moreover, we can also pass parameterized specifications 
a\ actual parameters leading to parameterized value specifications. The first impor- 
tant result is correctness of parameter passing (see Theorems S.2 and 6.3) mean’ng 
that the semantical conditions ‘parameter protection’ and ‘passing compatibility’ 
!\ec Ikfinitions 4.3 and 6.1) are satisfied if the parameterized specifications art‘ 
pcrGstent. The benefit of correct parameter passing is not only economy in presenta- 
tion but we also have ~~utomatically induced corrtxttxss of all the value specitications 
protA&d that the paramcterized specification ;ind all the actual spccification~ art‘ 
correct (SW Theorems 5.3 ;u~d h.4). This is a most important property in order to . 
build up larger data types and software systems from sm;~ll pieces in a corr‘cct w;t!. 
Similar to procedures in programming langwges parnmt2ttxizcd specifications 
promise to hecomc or-w of thu most important structuring principle for the design 
01‘ wftwrc systt’ms. The third important result is based on the ;wociativity of the 
composition of parxmeterizttd sptxitications bw Thwrcm 7.1 1: W arc ablt2 to 
4unv that all ditfcrcnt cbaluation str~~tegitw-- including ‘call by n:mic” and ‘call b\ 
~Auc’---for itcrakd par‘ankkr passing situations 1~4 10 the sonic result (WC (‘or& 
Ixy 7.4) -!‘cchnically ,111 the results WC b,a~ci on Extcnk~n l,crntn;~ 5. I u hk.4~ ;iHo\\s 
t0 Csttlncf qx.4ic:~tions ;tnd also functor\. 
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meter, lik EO: data data + boo1 in the parameterized specification set(data). In 
order to show correctness of such specifications we need requirements for the 
operation EO making sure that );.u is really an equali:y predicate on all admissible 
parameter algebras A, i.e., EO,‘,( d, d’) = ifd = d’ then TKCJE else FALSE for all 
d, d’ E Acrctrcce Unfortunately there seem to be no equations but only negative condi- 
tional axioms to assure this property, e.g., EO(X. X) =TRUE and X# Y+ 
tio( X. Y) = FALM: (see [d]). Moreover. we have to m:lke sure that rhe bool-part of 
A exactly consists of two distinct elements TRUE and FALSE. The most convenient 
way to obtain these properties is the requirement ‘initial(bool)’ which makes wre 
that tne bool-part of A is isomorphic to the initial boolean algebra 7&,,,,. 
Such requirements are called ‘initial restrictions’ in [37] and ‘constraints’ in [9] 
which hccome special cast’s of our more general notion of requirement. In [ 131 a 
set R is called ‘set of requirements’ on a specification SPK if for all TE R the-e is 
I wll-defined subclass VAL !I>( r) of all ww-algebras. This very general definition 
.s c‘a.yT to handle and also allows to state all kinds of predicate formulas as require- 
ment\. especially the negative conditional axioms for t:o as given above. Hence a 
parameterized specification of set(data) with requirements can be given as in 
Esan:plr 2.5 where. however. the equation FO( .Y, x) = I-RCW in the parameter 
dwlarc~tion is replaced b1; the following: 
8.1. Ksample i nat( hound ) 1 
H. Ehrig, H.-J. k ~eowski, J. Thatcher, E. Wagner, J. \Vrighr 
sorts: bnat 
opns: MOD: nat -+ bnat 
MODO: + bnat 
MODSUCC: bnat + hurt 
MODADD: bnat bnat + bnat 
eqns: MC)D( ADD( BOUND, H)) = MOD( 11) 
MOD0 = MOD(o) 
hlOI~SlJCC’( MOD( n)) = MOD(Sl.rCC( n)) 
MOI>4I~D(MOI)(nl), MOD(d)) = MOL~(GDD(~1 1, 122)). 
Runlark. Note that the requirement initial(nat) implies rhat WUND picks out 
~somc well-defined natural number B. Without the initialit requirement, boi!w 
may define ;I new value which does not corwspond to any natural number. The 
semantics of our specification is N mod B (natural numbers module R). 
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In CLEAR (see [9]) identification of common subtypes is handled using general 
colimit constructions. This problem should become a special case of parameter 
passing such that no additional feature in syntax and semantics is needed. 
Finally, let us note that the algebraic concept of paramererized specifications is 
already used in the programming language MODLISP (see jT30]) which is used for 
the implementation of the algebraic manipulation system NEWSPAD (see [31]). 
NEWSPAD is an ambitious endeavor to structure a computer algebra system based 
on categories and functors, with user defined parameterized tyoes (like matrix(ring) 
ils in Example 3.2) playing a central role. Although their current work deals with 
models only (functions and representations are always given) c>ne would hope that 
this work would employ specification in a more cepiral way ~FI future development. 
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